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Abstract
Exploration charge risking is a prime example of “decision making under uncertainty”: Commercial success rates are typically 25-30% in
established hydrocarbon provinces and as low as 5-10% in frontier provinces. If this risk is distributed equally among the trap, reservoir and
charge elements it follows that the pre-drill probability of prospect charge should not be more than ~ 67% in an established areas or more than
~ 40% in a frontier basin. But what if only one phase (gas or oil) is economic? What are the limits of our ability to predict hydrocarbon phase
pre-drill? We can only justify the word “predict” if our methods result in a material reduction in uncertainty (hereafter we use the word in this
sense).
Typical petroleum system analysis combines top-down (observation) with bottom up (modeling) approaches. It is convenient to consider
these separately with respect to phase prediction. The top-down approach applies in areas with many fields discovered and the first step is an
estimate of the “system” gas-liquids ratio (GLR). This is the surface-condition volume ratio of the C1-C4 to C5+ molecules (free gas, solution
gas, oil and condensate) found to date. It is useful as a “Bayesian Prior” for the gas vs. oil supply to any individual prospect.
The “bottom-up” approach is basin modeling applied to a frontier basin or an emerging province. The model provides a Bayesian-prior system
GLR, determined mainly by the choice of source rock type. Experience has shown that the classic “organofacies” defined by Pepper and
Corvi (1995) – with some modification – provide good priors for system GLR. We may try to improve prediction of system GLR using
kinetics and oil vs. gas tendency measured on source rock samples (rather than using default source types). However, it is debatable whether
such measurements are sufficiently representative or sufficiently realistic to reduce uncertainty rather than adding to it.
A good estimate of system GLR in a frontier basin should help to determine how much gas and oil in total will be found in the basin if it is
ever extensively drilled. Generally, though, we want to know which hydrocarbon phase will be found in the next prospect. Modification of
the system GLR “prior” for prospect-specific phase prediction relies on:

• An estimate of the “local” GLR (maturity in the fetch cell and migration lag).
• A comparison between reservoir pressure and the estimated saturation pressure (Psat = bubble point or dew point) for that GLR.
• An understanding of the processes which may differentially affect gas vs. oil retention such as fill/spill/leak and in reservoir alteration.
The local GLR is an output of a basin model and the saturation pressure can (in theory) be derived either from an equation of state (EOS) or
from empirical correlations. However, in both cases Psat for any given GLR is highly dependent on fluid composition which is (usually)
poorly constrained: On the oil (bubble point) side it depends mainly on gas wetness, whereas on the gas-condensate (dew point) side it
depends mainly on the density and molecular weight of the liquids. This results in large variability, especially on the dew point side, because
liquid composition is intrinsically far more variable than that of gas. The difference between Psat for two gas-condensates having the same
CGR but with a liquids API of 48° vs. an API of 55° can be as much as 3000 psi. This equates to ~ 2 km uncertainty in the depth to the
boundary between mono-phase and dual-phase fluids from this factor alone. Where the GLR is between 3000 and 5000 scf/bbl, fluids are
often near critical and then it becomes difficult not just in practice but also in principle to differentiate between oil and gas.
A further uncertainty in the depth or pressure of phase separation arises from the fact that many oil pools are not in thermodynamic equilibrium
(i.e. not fully mixed). This was discussed by Stainforth (2004) and his conclusions are borne out by examination of large PVT data collection.
It is not at all uncommon for oil with a gas cap to be more than 200 psi under saturated and in a trap with high vertical relief it may be 1000 psi
or more.
In addition to the primary factors discussed above, in-reservoir alteration has a dramatic effect on fluid phase behaviour. For example, waterwashing of gas-condensates in the Cooper-Eromanga Basin has created numerous small (yet material) pools of extremely under saturated
volatile oil. Most secondary alteration effects are difficult to incorporate in basin models.
The aim of this presentation is to engender discussion of (a) how practical it is to predict phase at the prospect level in any mixed oil and gas
petroleum system, and (b) how best to go about it and to convey the irreducible uncertainties to management.
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Presenter's notes: This talk was first delivered as a keynote address to the AAPG Hedberg conference on petroleum systems analysis, held in Houston,
March 4th- 6th, 2019: The Evolution of Petroleum Systems Analysis: changing of the guard from late mature experts to peak generating staff. A slightly
modified and extended version was presented to a meeting of the UK/Norway North Sea FORCE network industry group in September 2019. The slides
here are from the second presentation, with some further (minor) modification.
The theme is the fundamental difficulty in predicting - at the prospect level - hydrocarbon phase and other bulk fluid properties. After exploring the reasons
for this difficulty, we propose a practical approach: This is an empirical, “top down” alternative to the traditional “bottom up” process of basin modelling.

What are the limits to prospect‐level hydrocarbon phase prediction?
• Why this topic ?
• Definitions (a common language)
• Predicting expulsion gas‐liquids ratio (GLR)
• Predicting saturation pressure (bubble point, dew point)
• Migration: Fill, spill and leak
• The inherent bias in prediction of GLR via geochemical inversion
• In‐reservoir alteration: How to turn gas into oil and oil into gas
• What is a practical approach to prospect phase prediction ?

Presenter's notes : Why choose this topic? Three reasons:
Firstly, it addresses what is probably the second most common question asked of a petroleum systems analyst (the first being “will my prospect receive
charge ?”)
Secondly the gas vs oil question is especially relevant to my (AM) home region (Australasia) where gas is far more frequently discovered than oil, leading
to a premium on the value of any liquids (condensate or oil) found
Finally, the factors determining phase are closely intertwined with those controlling migration of fluids from source to trap. We believe migration is the
single biggest cause of prospect charge failure, especially in established hydrocarbon provinces. So the answer to the second question directly affects the
answer to the first
We can illustrate the challenges in prospect phase prediction using the example of recent exploration history in the Bedout Sub-Basin of the North West
Shelf, Australia.

Example: The Bedout Sub‐Basin roller‐coaster ride
Northern Bonaparte
Jurassic rift basin

The Australian North
West Shelf (NWS)
Browse Jurassic rift
basin
Exmouth Plateau Late
Triassic Deltaics

Bedout Sub‐Basin: one small, tight gas
discovery/shows in Early Triassic continental
sediments
(Phoenix‐1, BP, 1980)
Carnarvon Jurassic rift
basin
Depth of the upper Jurassic, based on Fig. 4 of Longley et al. (2002). The North West Shelf of Australia – a Woodside
perspective. WABS conference volume, PESA, Australia

Presenter's notes : The North west shelf of Australia is one of the premier gas producing provinces of the world and Australia is the second largest
exporter of liquified natural gas. There are some oil fields but overall there are more than 20,000 scf of gas for every barrel of oil discovered to date.
Most fields are in the Carnarvon Basin to the south, the Browse Basin to the north east and the Bonaparte basin to the north. Up until 2014 the only
significant hydrocarbon discovery in the area between the Carnarvon and Browse Basins was some uncommercial gas in tight reservoir at Phoenix-1
(1980).

Example: The Bedout Sub‐Basin roller‐coaster ride
Phoenix South prospect (2014)
Adjacent to gas at Phoenix‐1, similar depth & strata, hence..
Prognosis: GAS (5 TCF)
Result:
OIL (light, under‐saturated)
Industry reaction: “A major new oil province on the NWS !!”
Phoenix‐2 (dry
hole)

Roc prospect (2015)
Up dip from under‐saturated oil, hence..
Prognosis: OIL (42 mmbbl)
Result:
GAS (Liquids rich, ~ 300 bcf)
Industry reaction: “A major new liquids rich gas province !!”

Dorado prospect (2018)
Up dip from gas, hence..
Prognosis: GAS (~ 550 bcf)
Result: ????

Cossigny Fm. Depth map and all information in this slide are from from Carnarvon
Energy Investor presentations: www.carnarvon.com.au

Presenter's notes : That changed when Phoenix South-1 found under saturated oil in three stacked reservoirs, leading the industry to conclude that oilprone source rocks were present in the Bedout Sub-Basin (pronounced “Bedoo”) and that a major new oil province had been discovered. Based on this
result, the next target, Roc, was prognosed to also contain oil. However, Roc-1 found rich gas-condensate. Two appraisal wells (Phoenix South-2 and -3)
found no oil but did find gas-condensate in a deeper reservoir. These results and the presence of a simple charge route by spill to the next prospect - Dorado
- suggested it too would contain gas condensate. However it was recognised that a minor increase in liquids content might lead to formation of an oil rim.

Example: The Bedout Sub‐Basin roller‐coaster ride
• Result: ~ 170 mmbbls (rec) OIL in the primary target, then GAS, then
OIL then OIL again
• Largest oil discovery on the NWS in 30 years and the third largest
ever in this province
• Industry reaction: “A major new oil province !!”

Liquids rich gas
Overpressured gas

Based on Carnarvon Energy release to ASX, 30th April 2018. www.carnarvon.com.au

Presenter's notes : In the event, Dorado-1 turned out to be the largest oil discovery in over 30 years on the North West Shelf and the third largest ever. The
well found four hydrocarbon bearing reservoirs, three being oil and one rich gas condensate. No gas caps were reported in the oil-bearing reservoirs which,
since the well was crestal, suggested that the oils were gas under saturated.

What are the limits to prospect‐level hydrocarbon phase prediction?
• Why this topic ?
• Definitions (a common language)
• Predicting expulsion gas‐liquids ratio (GLR)
• Predicting saturation pressure (bubble point, dew point)
• Migration: Fill, spill and leak
• The inherent bias in prediction of GLR via geochemical inversion
• In‐reservoir alteration: How to turn gas into oil and oil into gas
• What is a practical approach to prospect phase prediction ?

Presenter's notes : Before discussing pre-drill prediction of oil vs. gas we need to establish a common language, i.e. agree on how oil and gas are
defined. These are such common terms that we often take the distinction for granted. However, in our experience, exploration geologists and reservoir
engineers are not always talking about the same thing when they refer to oil and gas.

Definitions (a common language)

Presenter's notes : Reservoir engineering textbooks often differentiate oil and gas by their bulk properties and molecular composition: this is a simplified
compilation from several such texts. Note that these criteria are somewhat arbitrary and do not directly describe whether a fluid exists in the vapour or
liquid phase in the sub-surface. It is quite common for a fluid to qualify as oil on one of these criteria and gas-condensate on others.
Note also that we use the term “GOR” here to mean the surface conditions (P,T) gas-oil volume ratio. However, a better term would be “GLR” or gasliquids ratio which does not specify whether the liquids are recovered from an oil leg or as condensate from a gas leg. GLR is the most relevant and useful
of these criteria. The GLR cut-off between an oil and gas condensate is usually listed as around 3000 scfs/bbl but, as we shall see later, a better value
would be ~ 4500 scfs/bbl.

Definitions (a common language)
Saturation pressure
(dew point)

Single
phase gas

Gas‐Condensate
GLR 20,000 scfs/bbl
Medium gravity oil
GLR 870 scfs/bbl

Dual phase

Single phase oil

Single phase gas
CP
Saturation pressure
(Bubble point)

Dual phase

e.g. At reservoir temp
110 °C

Presenter's notes : A more direct representation of phase is the traditional phase diagram of a two component system with temperature on the
horizontal and pressure on the vertical axes. The curves shown here are typical of a medium gravity oil and a moderately rich gas-condensate.
Within the enclosed region of each curve the fluid system is two phase and outside them is single phase. An exception is where the reservoir
temperature is near the critical point (CP). In this particular example, there is no critical point shown for the gas-condensate because it is less than zero
degrees. The richer the gas-condensate (more liquids, lower GLR) the higher the critical temperature. Hence, a very rich gas condensates is often a
near critical fluid.
At a reservoir temperature of, for example, 110 °C, reducing the pressure of a sub-surface oil will eventually lead to a bubble of gas appearing – this
occurs at the “bubble point” pressure. Doing the same with a gas-condensate will result in a droplet of liquid appearing at the “dew point” pressure.
Dew point and bubble point pressures are both “saturation” pressure and at all pressures higher than the saturation pressure the reservoir fluid is single
phase.

Definitions (a common language)

Presenter's notes : The standard phase diagram displays three variables: pressure, temperature and gas-liquids ratio. Every fluid with a different GLR has
its own PT curve. However, most of the PT region is irrelevant to explorationists as sub-surface temperatures fall within the relatively confined range
shown here. In particular, for any particular fluid, there is only small variation in saturation pressure within the normal range of reservoir temperature.
There is much larger variation within the pressure domain. We can therefore simplify the phase diagram, without significant error, to show just two
variables: GLR and saturation pressure (Psat)
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Presenter's notes : This is a much more useful form of the phase diagram for exploration purposes: it is easily understood in terms of the behaviour of
fluids as they migrate from source to trap. The vertical axis is pressure, reversed (since pressure increases with depth). The horizontal axis is the expelled
fluid GLR on a log scale. The bubble point and dew point curves here are generic, modified slightly from the correlations published by Glaso (1980) and
England (2002). A smooth curve between the bubble and dew point curves has been interpolated over the GLR range from 3000 to 10,000 scfs/bbl.
A fluid with a GLR of ~ 400 scf/bbl, expelled from a source rock at around 6000 psi, migrates upward remaining single phase oil until it reaches a pressure
of ~ 2000 psi at which point a gas cap begins to form. Similarly, a fluid with a GLR of ~ 25,000 scfs/bbl remains as a single phase gas-condensate until it
reaches ~ 4000 psi whereupon an oil rim begins to form. To determine whether the fluid in a trap is likely to be single phase or dual phase we need to
know the reservoir pressure, the GLR and the applicable saturation pressure curves. There are uncertainties in all three of these things of course, though we
can assume that in reservoir pressure is minor.

What are the limits to prospect‐level hydrocarbon phase prediction?
• Why this topic ?
• Definitions (a common language)
• Predicting expulsion gas‐liquids ratio (GLR)
• Predicting saturation pressure (bubble point, dew point)
• Migration: Fill, spill and leak
• In‐reservoir alteration: How to turn gas into oil and oil into gas
• Are there any useful simplifying rules ?
• What is a practical approach to prospect phase prediction ?

Presenter's notes : Firstly let’s look at the factors controlling GLR and the attendant uncertainties. The GLR of a fluid expelled from a source rock
depends primarily on kerogen type and thermal maturity.

Predicting expulsion gas‐liquids ratio
Lacustrine Shales (C)

Flood Plain Coals (gas prone) (F)

Paralic/Lagoonal shales/coals behind
the shoreline (D/E) in‐place or
redeposited offshore (old
terminology (Type II/III)
Marine clastic (B)
(old terminology Type II)

Marine carbonate (A)

Based on Pepper A. S. and Corvi P.J. (1995

Presenter's notes : There is a large body of literature on the GLR of fluids expelled from source rocks containing different kinds of kerogen and at
different levels of thermal maturity, mostly based on artificial maturation experiments. For the purposes of this discussion we will use the kerogen
classification (organofacies) and corresponding expelled fluid GLRs of Pepper and Corvi (1995) and Pepper and Dodd (1995). Furthermore, we will refer
only to the B type organofacies with marine algal organic matter hosted by a clastic source rock and the D/E organofacies containing mainly land-plant
derived organic matter either dispersed in a clastic matrix or present as coal. Alternative terminology for these two kerogen types are Type II and Type II/
III respectively. The B organofacies is considered to be oil prone and the D/E organofacies mixed oil and gas prone.

Predicting expulsion gas‐liquids ratio

Presenter's notes : The Pepper and Corvi (1995) source rock description, though generic in nature, was sense checked during development against the
large database of fluid occurrence and properties available to the authors. It has proven remarkably robust in capturing the range of GLRs found in
petroleum systems driven by the specified source rocks.
For example a standard B type source expels a fluid with a GLR of ~ 2000 scfs/bbl at complete kerogen conversion. This leads to a high frequency of
single phase oil and oil+gas in provinces such as offshore West Africa. The system GLR of this province – the volume ratio of all gas to all liquids
discovered to date is close to 2000 scfs/bbl.
In contrast, the D/E source rocks responsible for the hydrocarbon charge in the offshore Taranaki Basin of New Zealand expel fluids with about 9000 scfs/
bbl at full conversion. Again, this is close to the observed system GLR of ~ 10,000 scfs/bbl and there is a corresponding higher frequency of single phase
gas-condensate discoveries.

Predicting expulsion gas‐liquids ratio
Type B (marine) source rock

Type D/E (Land Plant) source rock

Gas‐condensate

Gas‐condensate

Gas and Oil

Gas and Oil
Oil

 GLR is 4x (between 1.2 ‐2.0 % Ro)

Oil

 GLR is 7.5x (between 1.2 ‐2.0 % Ro)

 GLR is ~ 4 to 5 between B and D/E source types

Presenter's notes : We can compare the impact of source rock type and maturity on GLR. The standard Pepper and Corvi (1995) model indicates an
approximately 4 fold increase in GLR over the maturity range equivalent to 1.2 to 2.0 % vitrinite Ro for a B type source. The corresponding increase for a
D/E source is about 7.5. The change in GLR during the main gas generation phase is therefore of the same order as the difference between the two source
rock GLRs at full conversion. However, the uncertainty in maturity – which with good calibration can be predicted to within about 0.2 % Ro reliably, is
less than that in the source type. This is especially so for the D/E organofacies which is quite variable in character.

Predicting expulsion gas‐liquids ratio
Relationship between expelled fluid GLR and initial HI model input for a P&C type D/E source, @ 90% kerogen transformation

Presenter's notes : In most basin models, the expelled fluid GLR is a function of the hydrogen index (HI) applied as an input for the source rock. The
figure here shows the expulsion GLR as a function of HI in the standard Pepper and Corvi (1995) model. GLR increases from 2000 scfs/bbl to over 12,000
scfs/bbl as HI is reduced from 450 to 250 kg HC/tonne C. Overall, and considering the uncertainties in both source and maturity, it is unlikely we can
predict expulsion GLR to better than a factor of five, no matter how well our basin model is calibrated to the present and past thermal regime. It is
therefore essential that we sense check our models against discovered fluids with respect to the system GLR. Analogs can be used when there are
insufficient discoveries to provide a reference point.

What are the limits to prospect‐level hydrocarbon phase prediction?
• Why this topic ?
• Definitions (a common language)
• Predicting expulsion gas‐liquids ratio (GLR)
• Predicting saturation pressure (bubble point, dew point)
• Migration: Fill, spill and leak
• In‐reservoir alteration: How to turn gas into oil and oil into gas
• Are there any useful simplifying rules ?
• What is a practical approach to prospect phase prediction ?

Presenter's notes : Even if we could predict GLR perfectly, there is still uncertainty in the saturation pressure, this being a function of the molecular
composition.

Saturation pressure (Psat, psi)

Predicting saturation pressure (bubble point, dew point)

Generic fluid type
Gas
Oil

GLR (scfs/bbl)

Presenter's notes : This figure shows measured saturation pressure (Psat) and single stage flash GLR for a large set of fluids from various petroleum
systems. The data come from multiple proprietary and open file sources and have all been checked for internal consistency. Only data where the saturation
pressure are at least 200 psi less than reservoir pressure are included in order to increase the likelihood they are single phase accumulations (but nb: this
does not completely remove the possibility of dual phase accumulations being included – more about that later). Some data with very high saturation
pressures (> 6000 psi) have also been excluded from the compilation. Most of these are from the Gulf of Mexico and refer to heavy oil mixing with very
dry (biogenic) gas. The curve shown is the synthesis of the Glaso (1980) and England (2000) correlations as previously described.
Each of the points in the figure represents a unique fluid composition and hence Psat vs. GLR relationship. However, fluids from the same source rock and
petroleum system tend to plot along lines parallel to the Glaso/England correlation. In fact the Psat vs. GLR relationship is a characterising feature of any
individual petroleum system. If we are exploring in an area where multiple fields have been discovered, and we can access the measured GLRs and Psats,
it may be possible to define the Psat vs. GLR curve locally. If not, there must be a large uncertainty in Psat for any given GLR, especially on the dew point
side. This uncertainty is as much as 2500 psi, corresponding to a range of depths to phase separation spanning 1700m. Put another way, the uncertainty in
Psat is equivalent to almost an order of magnitude uncertainty in GLR.

Predicting saturation pressure (bubble point, dew point)
Dew Point side: A small amount of liquids dissolved
in a large amount of gas

Saturation pressure (Psat, psi)

Bubble point side: A small amount of gas dissolved in
a large amount of liquids

GLR (scfs/bbl)

Psat controlled mainly by solution
gas composition

Psat controlled by both liquids and
gas composition

Psat controlled mainly by liquids
composition

Presenter's notes : The question then arises, “what is the cause of the large variation in Psat (for a given GLR) and is there anything we can do to predict it?”
This figure shows the same data as the previous slide but coloured by the API gravity of the liquids. High API gravity liquids have lower Psat for any given
GLR than lower API liquids. This is a reflection of the higher solubility of light liquid species in gas and vice versa. Similar variation, at least on the
bubble point side, would be evident if we colour coded by the solution gas wetness.
On the dew point side, we have a small amount of liquids dissolved or suspended in a large amount of gas and Psat is determined mainly by the composition
of the liquids. Thus, the larger variability in Psat on the dew point side is readily explained by the greater scope for variability in liquids (C5+) vs gas (C1C4) composition. For example, the liquids in the Calliance Field gas-condensate (Browse Basin, Australia) are waxy and have an API gravity of 43°. These
liquids dissolve much less readily in gas than do those in the Kanowana Field (Cooper Basin, Australia) which have an API gravity of 59°

Predicting saturation pressure (bubble point, dew point)

Presenter's notes : On the bubble point side of the Psat vs. GLR plot, the composition of the solution gas – particularly it’s “wetness” has a strong impact on
Psat for any given GLR.. Gas wetness here is defined as the sum of the mole % concentrations of ethane to pentane (C2 – C5) divided by the sum of the
concentrations of methane to pentane (C1 – C5) and expressed as a percentage. Note that this has nothing to do with the liquids content of the fluid, which is
defined by the GLR. Dry gas dissolves less readily in oil than wet gas, resulting in higher Psat for any given GLR. For example, oils in the Gulf of Mexico
containing solution gas of biogenic origin (i.e. methane rich) show relatively high saturation pressures.
di Primio and Horsfield (2006) used artificial maturation experiments (Micro scale sealed vessel method) to study the composition and likely phase
behaviour of fluids derived from the Woodford shale source rock. They found that the experiments gave GLRs broadly consistent with those seen in natural
fluids from the Woodford source. However, the artificially generated gases were too “wet” cf. those in natural fluids. As the figure shows, this resulted in
estimates of Psat which were too low. A correction to the gas composition was therefore made by adjusting gas wetness until a linear correlation between
GLR and Psat was obtained (as they observed in natural systems, but note that the relationship is actually logarithmic over a wider range of GLRs). Is this an
approach that can be applied generally?

Predicting saturation pressure (bubble point, dew point)
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Presenter's notes : This figure shows the relationship between gas wetness (using the whole reservoir fluid composition) and GLR. The fluids are the same
as those in the previous figure except where gas wetness information was not available. As can be seen, there is no simple relationship between the two
fluid composition characteristics, although the relationship is consistent within any one petroleum system. This is shown for the South Viking graben of
the Norwegian North Sea, which nevertheless differs from the Central Viking Graben. Hence, gas wetness correction via GLR correlation is only likely to
be effective within a single, geographically focussed petroleum system.
The reasons for the variability in gas wetness no doubt include differences in the character of the source kerogen as well as mixing of fluids from different
source rocks. Thompson (2010) also noted variation in the relationship between gas wetness and GLR and attributed it to gas “advection” and evaporative
fractionation. We assume that those processes are not applicable here since all fluids referenced are under saturated, indicating limited supply of gas or
liquids. However, we cannot be sure that phase separation accompanied by evaporative fractionation has not occurred somewhere along the migration
pathway before the fluids reached their current traps.

Predicting saturation pressure (bubble point, dew point)
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Presenter's notes : Using artificial maturation to infer saturation pressure is even less realistic for gas prone source rocks producing dew point fluids. Here
it is the liquids composition that determines Psat for any given GLR and artificial maturation produces fluids which differ from formed naturally in several
ways. In particular, the higher temperatures of artificial maturation create abundant aromatics which are not present in the natural fluids. The lower inset in
this figure is a gas-chromatogram showing the aromatics present in liquids created by artificial maturation (Micro-scale sealed vessel method) of a Permian
coal from the Cooper Basin. These are absent or at much lower concentration in a gas-condensate produced naturally by the same source rock (upper inset).

What are the limits to prospect‐level hydrocarbon phase prediction?
• Why this topic ?
• Definitions (a common language)
• Predicting expulsion gas‐liquids ratio (GLR)
• Predicting saturation pressure (bubble point, dew point)
• Migration: Fill, spill and leak
• The inherent bias in prediction of GLR via geochemical inversion
• In‐reservoir alteration: How to turn gas into oil and oil into gas
• What is a practical approach to prospect phase prediction ?

Presenter's notes : To this point we have only discussed factors affecting phase they relate to a targeted trap, assuming that it receives directly and retains
fluids as expelled from the source rock. However, fractionation along the migration pathway and selective retention of gas vs. oil (spill) or oil vs. gas
(leak) can also affect trap fluid phase.

Migration: Fill, spill and leak
Maximum column height (after Schowalter, 1979):

Max Gas Column

Max Oil Dominated Column

Class 1

Class 2

Class 3

In a dual HC phase system (reservoir pressure < Psat), a small relief trap is more likely to spill the oil phase and contain
only gas (class 1). A tall enough trap will retain mostly an oil column, while a small gas cap may remain due to
interfacial tension differences (class 3). If closure is greater than the maximum gas column but less than the maximum
oil column, it will retain both phases (class 2). Diagram after Sales (1997).
Presenter's notes : Sales (1997) defined three kinds of trap, based on the relation between top-seal strength (column height capacity) and the vertical relief
of the structure. Class 1 traps have low vertical relief and tend to spill oil and to be fill to spill with gas. Class 3 traps have high vertical relief and tend to
leak gas before spilling oil, resulting in under fill. Class 2 traps are intermediate and can spill oil and leak gas at the same time. This classification applies
to all traps containing or potentially containing dual phase fluids. Note that gas cannot selectively leak from a capillary-sealed single phase accumulation,
except very slowly by diffusion into the cap rock water. Furthermore, any oil which leaks from a class 3 trap must be near gas-saturated and therefore will
exsolve gas as it moves upward. The observation of a seismic “gas chimney” therefore does not necessarily indicate that the trap below contains free gas.
Top seal capacity, expressed as the maximum hydrocarbon column height which can be retained, is a function of (a) the difference between pore throat
radius for the seal and reservoir rock (b) the difference between the density of oil/gas and water (buoyancy), (c) the hydrocarbon-water contact angle and
(d) the hydrocarbon-water interfacial tension (IFT). For any given seal-reservoir pair and assuming the same contact angle for oil and gas, the relative
column heights for oil and gas are determined by the ratio of their respective interfacial tensions and densities.

Migration: Fill, spill and leak

Inter‐facial Tension (IFT)

Data compiled by Pepper (2006)
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Oil
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Presenter's notes : Reliable data for interfacial tension of fluids in the sub-surface are scarce and IFT is both temperature and pressure dependent.
Perhaps for these reasons it is a parameter rarely varied or even considered during construction of a basin model. This is a reasonable simplification as
regards total hydrocarbon height, since the variation is small in comparison to the orders of magnitude variation in seal rock pore throat radius.
However, IFT is an important determinant of the relative column heights of oil vs. gas for any given set of seal rock properties and therefore an
additional source of uncertainty with respect to phase prediction. With the limited data available, it appears that the ratio of IFT to buoyancy (and
reservoir fluid density) is roughly constant across the range from oil to gas. This may be one reason that large databases of column height do not show
any clear dependence on fluid phase.

Migration: Fill, spill and leak
Target trap
Target trap

Target trap

Reservoir/Seal
First carrier bed/Seal

Main lateral spill path
Main lateral spill
path

Main Kitchen

Main Kitchen

Seal Capacity (max column height)
Kitchen

Presenter's notes : The top seal vs. closure relationship does not only affect the retained phase in the target trap: it also applies to every intermediate trap
on the migration pathway between the kitchen and trap. Consider the situation shown here with one main reservoir/seal horizon with the target trap in the
north-west and one carrier bed and associated seal at a deeper level. Top seal capacity for the reservoir-seal varies laterally from about 340m (max
column height retained) in the north-west increasing with depth to about 520m in the south east.
Hydrocarbons expelled in the kitchen area at the carrier bed level migrate laterally along the fill-spill pathway shown, unless the closure of any
intermediate trap exceeds the seal capacity. If or when that happens, hydrocarbons leak to the reservoir level and then migrate laterally along that surface.
The seal capacity of the carrier bed varies laterally in the same way as for the reservoir level but we can vary the relative capacity of the two seals to
examine the effect on trapped fluid phase.

Migration: Fill, spill and leak

Target trap

Presenter's notes : A kitchen expelling a fluid with a GOR of 3000 scfs/bbl and a carrier bed seal capacity two-thirds of that of the reservoir level seal
gives a distribution of oil and gas that looks like this in 3D (reservoir surface transparent)

Migration: Fill, spill and leak
Hydrocarbon distribution with first carrier seal capacity 2/3 of that of the reservoir seal capacity
Target

Presenter's notes : And it looks like this in cross-section along the lateral fill-spill pathway

Migration: Fill, spill and leak
Hydrocarbon distribution with first carrier seal capacity 3/4 of that of the reservoir seal capacity
Target

Presenter's notes : Increasing the seal capacity of the carrier bed to three quarters of that of the reservoir seal gives this distribution.

Migration: Fill, spill and leak

Migration: Fill, spill and leak
Hydrocarbon distribution with first carrier seal capacity twice of that of the reservoir seal capacity
Target

Presenter's notes : Increasing the carrier bed seal to double that of the reservoir seal restricts migration to that level and gives a different distribution of oil
and gas. So we can see that the phase of hydrocarbons in a target trap – and if it is charged at all – depends on the relationship between closure height and
seal capacity for all traps along the migration pathway. This is something that is impractical to model in a deterministic manner and which applies
whenever fluids migrate in the two phase region of the GLR/Pressure diagram.
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Presenter's notes : To this point we have assumed that fluids in a trap are in thermodynamic equilibrium with only gravity induced gradients in GLR
(these being minor, except for near-critical fluids). However, as Stainforth (2004) suggested, many reservoir fluids are not in thermodynamic equilibrium.
This is apparent in the data from the Horn Mountain Field, Gulf of Mexico (from Milkov, 2007) and the North and East Brae fields of the UK North sea
(data from Cornford, 2018). Furthermore, in approximately 40% of reservoirs described as containing oil with a gas cap in a global database, the oil
saturation pressure is stated to be 200 psi less than the reservoir pressure. At face value, this indicates a disequilibrium state (the 200 psi threshold reflects
the typical error/uncertainty in Psat from multiple measurements in a PVT laboratory). Basin modelling studies for exploration purpose do not normally
simulate incomplete mixing in traps and therefore neither can they correctly assign the GLR of spilling or leaking fluids.
Note that the choice of fluids we used earlier to define the saturation pressure vs. GLR relationship used the 200 psi between saturation pressure and
reservoir pressure to select those likely to be single phase as sampled. However, we can now see that this does not guarantee that those fluids are all
single phase. It is often very difficult, from open file reports, to determine whether an oil or gas cap exists in a field. Furthermore, we cannot guarantee
that fluids in a reservoir were not dual phase in the past, only becoming single phase with further burial.

What are the limits to prospect‐level hydrocarbon phase prediction?
• Why this topic ?
• Definitions (a common language)
• Predicting expulsion gas‐liquids ratio (GLR)
• Predicting saturation pressure (bubble point, dew point)
• Migration: Fill, spill and leak
• The inherent bias in prediction of GLR via geochemical inversion
• In‐reservoir alteration: How to turn gas into oil and oil into gas
• What is a practical approach to prospect phase prediction ?

Presenter's notes : Next we will consider the common bias against the gas source in a mixture in fluid-source correlation studies.

What happens to fluid‐source correlation when oil and gas‐condensates mix ?

Presenter's notes : This figure shows the concentration (mole %, note log scale) of compounds containing from one to thirty-five carbon atoms in a
typical crude oil. Many compounds or groups of compounds used to correlate source rocks to fluids (and fluids to fluids) are sterane and terpane
biomarkers in the boiling range of C23 to C35 and are present in trace (part per million) quantities. Compounds such as pristane and phytane and the methyl
phenanthrenes (the latter often also used to infer source rock maturity) are in the intermediate boiling range and are present at higher but still minor
concentrations. These compounds are used because they offer good discrimination of source type. However, there is a trade-off between the
discriminating power and the relevance to the bulk fluid origins.
Compounds in the gas and gasoline range are generally far less discriminatory for source rock type. Furthermore, the concentration of the signature
compounds is usually much lower – even orders of magnitude lower - in a gas-condensate than in any oil it may mix with. Hence, many geochemical
studies are inherently biased against detection of the gas-condensate source in a fluid of mixed origin.

What happens to fluid‐source correlation when oil and gas‐condensates mix ?
UK

Norway

Sleipner Øst

Sleipner Vest

Sleipner Vest

Sleipner Øst
South Viking Graben, Norwegian North Sea

Data from GeoMark Inc. and the Norwegian Petroleum Directorate

Presenter's notes : As an example, we may consider some fluid source correlation studies carried out in the South Viking Graben of the Norwegian North
Sea (Isaksen et al. 2002, Justwan et al., 2006, Cornford, 2018). These studies all concluded, based on analysis of the fluids, that the main source of the
liquids was the Upper Jurassic Draupne Fm.
Isaksen et al. (2002) suggested that the main source of the gas-condensates is the upper Jurassic Heather Fm (more terrigenous kerogen than the Draupne)
and/or the middle Jurassic Sleipner/Hugin coals. Justwan et al. (2006) used multivariate statistics on a set of biomarker and isotope features to similarly
assign the majority of the fluids to the Upper Jurassic, oil prone source. Cornford (2018) performed a much more comprehensive study which, importantly,
considered the bulk/PVT properties of the fluids and also the geochemistry of C1 to C5 gases. He concurred with Isaksen et al. (2002) and Justwan et al.
(2006) in assigning most liquids to the Upper Jurassic source. Like the previous workers, he also assigned a smaller group of fluids, including most of the
gas-condensates to the older, more gas prone source rocks. However, he noted that the geochemistry of the gases in these fluids was more consistent with a
type II (i.e. marine kerogen source). This posed a dilemma because, while it is possible to conceive of a mixture of gas from a gas prone source and liquids
from an oil prone source, the opposite scenario of gas from an oil prone source mixing with liquids from a gas prone source is highly unlikely.
One of the most powerful geochemical indicators of source rock type and particularly the expelled fluid gas-oil ratio is the pristane to phytane ratio. This is
evident in the South Viking Graben from the general correlation shown in the figure at right. This provides a qualitative relationship of source type and gas
contribution but the quantitative story is very different.

What happens to fluid‐source correlation when oil and gas‐condensates mix ?

Presenter's notes : Concentrations of biomarkers in the branched/cyclic fraction of the liquids from the Sleipner Vest and Sleipner Øst fields are reported
by GeoMark Research in their Global OILS library. Representative GLRs were obtained from the Norwegian Petroleum Directory data pages (nb: we do
not attest to the accuracy or relevance of these data to the fields themselves – they are used here only as an example). GeoMark also report the relative
concentration of n-paraffins plus isoprenoids (“paraffins”) relative to the branched/cyclics (“naphthenes”).
Along with the mass % of saturates and the mass fraction of the fluid boiling below C15, these data can be used to calculate the concentrations of key
source indicator compounds on a whole-liquids and whole-fluid basis. We can then estimate the impact of whole fluid mixing of two end-members like
this on fluid-source correlations.

What happens to fluid‐source correlation when oil and gas‐condensates mix* ?
Using concentrations on a whole‐fluid basis
Using concentrations on a whole‐liquids (C6+) basis
Using compound ratios in the C15+ saturates fraction
GLR of the mixture (right axis)

* K.E. Peters and A.P. Murray (2019) in preparation and see also Peters et al. (2008)

Presenter's notes : This chart compares actual mass per-cent contribution of the gas-condensate to the mixture (X-axis) to that calculated (Y-axis) using (a)
concentrations reported on a whole-fluid basis, (b) concentrations reported on a whole-liquids basis and (c) concentration ratios for compounds in the C15+
saturates fraction (the most common method in fluid-source correlation studies). The calculations were done using the Alternating Least Squares –
Concentration (ALS-C) and Alternating Least Squares – Ratios (ALS-R) methods applied to set of biomarker indicators as described by Peters et al. (2008).
The contribution from the gas-condensate fluid source rock is underestimated by as much as 30% if whole-liquid instead of whole fluid concentrations are
used. If biomarker compound ratios derived from analysis of the C15+ saturates are used (instead of absolute concentrations) the contribution from the gascondensate source rock can appear to be < 10% even when the actual contribution is > 90%.
Note also the large variation in the mixed-source fluid GLR with little or no corresponding change in the geochemically assigned source contribution,
especially when compound ratios are used. Hence, many of the fluids assigned by Justwan et al. (2006) to the Upper Jurassic source category (via hierarchical
cluster analysis of 15 biomarker/isotope ratios) actually arise from the older source rocks (when the whole fluids are considered). Similar conclusions can be
drawn for most published fluid-source correlations, when fluids from gas prone and oil prone source rocks have mixed. Maturity estimates based on liquids
components such as the methyl phenanthrenes are also systematically biased towards the more oil prone source (or the least mature source since biomarker
concentrations generally decrease with increasing maturity). (Presenter’s notes continued on next slide)

(Presenter’s notes continued from previous slide)
Best practice for fluid-source correlation thus involves starting with the bulk fluid characteristics (e.g. see di Primio, 2002 for the South Viking Graben),
using indicator compounds across the boiling range and using, where possible representative absolute concentrations rather than ratios. Some workers,
such as Chen at al. (2003) and Peters et al. (2008) have recognised the need to use concentrations to deconvolute mixtures of oils. However, as they did
not include bulk fluid properties such as GLR and density in the calculations their conclusions refer only to the origin of the liquid components. The
earlier study by di Primio (2002) had concluded that the Upper Jurassic Draupne Fm. was unlikely to be the main source of the gas-condensates.
While carbon and hydrogen isotope signatures can help to assign the origin of the gas components, these are often not sufficiently discriminatory to be
effective. This explains the contradictory indicators seen by Cornford (2018) for the South Viking Graben fluids and underlies the question posed by
Patience (2003) for the mid-Norway offshore province (“Where did all the coal gas go?”). In the latter study, the most likely explanation for the lack of
detected coal gas was inefficient expulsion. However, the author also recognised lack of reliable gas-source discrimination as a possibility.

Phase separation fractionation: nature’s fractional distillation column
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Presenter's notes : Phase separation is likely for any fluids from mixed oil and gas prone source rocks in reservoirs shallower than about 3000 – 4000m
(4500 – 6000 psi). Larter and Mills (1992) wrote “Phase related effects must be considered in addition to accepted source and maturity considerations as
controlling the molecular composition of two-phase petroleums”. In particular, the shape and boiling range apparent in a gas-chromatogram of the liquids
cannot be used to infer source type and maturity without allowing for the effects of fractionation.
As two-phase fluids migrate upwards through the sub-surface they undergo continuous fractionation. This may be episodic, as described by Thompson
(1987, 2010) or may be more continuous. This process, which is analogous to fractional distillation in a refinery except that pressure rather than temperature
is the controlling variable, gives rise to fluids such as those shown here from the Vulcan Sub-Basin of Australia. Manifestation of both the oil and gascondensate elements is conditional on there being enough liquids expelled from the source to carry a discrete liquids phase to shallow depths. Otherwise, as
noted by Patience et al. (2007), the liquids formed may merely smear the surface of the porosity with saturations never high enough to create a continuous
liquids phase.
The power of using the PVT regime and bulk fluid property data to analyse a petroleum system was demonstrated 20 years ago by di Primio et al. 1998 and
di Primio (2002) but the practice has not been widely adopted.

What are the limits to prospect‐level hydrocarbon phase prediction?
• Why this topic ?
• Definitions (a common language)
• Predicting expulsion gas‐liquids ratio (GLR)
• Predicting saturation pressure (bubble point, dew point)
• Migration: Fill, spill and leak
• The inherent bias in prediction of GLR via geochemical inversion
• In‐reservoir alteration: How to turn gas into oil and oil into gas
• What is a practical approach to prospect phase prediction ?

Presenter's notes : Various processes occurring after fluid emplacement in the reservoir can also have a dramatic impact on the composition and PVT
behaviour.

In‐reservoir alteration
•

Liquids to gas‐cracking at reservoir temperatures > ~ 160 °C:
•
•
•
•

•

Biodegradation at reservoir temperatures < 80 °C:
•
•
•
•

•

Large increase in GLR
Liquids get lighter and gases wetter so Psat for any given GLR is lower
The effects are opposite but GLR increase dominates so that Psat is generally higher
Example: Central North Sea, UK (Isaksen, 2004)

Large increase in GLR (but gas is often not retained in the shallow trap)
Gas gets drier and liquids heavier so Psat for any given GLR is higher
The increase in Psat makes phase separation more likely in shallow traps but gas may not be retained: often only low GLR heavy
oil found
Example: Vincent Field, Carnarvon Basin, Australia (Murray et al., 2013)

Gas‐dissolution in water or “water washing”:
•
•
•
•

Large decrease in GLR
Gas gets much wetter so Psat for any given GLR is lower
Reduced GLR dominates phase behaviour – water‐washing can convert a gas‐condensate to an under saturated oil
Example: Cooper‐Eromanga basin (Hall et al.,2019)

Presenter's notes : Three of these processes are 1. thermal liquids to gas cracking the reservoir (high temperatures) 2. Biodegradation (low temperatures)
and 3. dissolution of gas, primarily methane in moving meteoric water. The impact of these processes, can be hard to predict as they cause changes in both
GLR and saturation pressure. Thermal cracking has the potential to turn an oil accumulation into a gas-condensate but both biodegradation and waterwashing can turn gas-condensate into oil. These processes, especially water-washing, are not easily incorporated into standard practice basin models and so
they add a further layer of uncertainty to prospect level phase prediction.
Not mentioned here is the impact of inert gases on the PVT properties. In particular, high concentrations of CO2 (high meaning roughly more than 10 mole
%), which increase the mutual miscibility of oil and gas. An example is the unusually liquids-rich gas condensate (CGR > 200 bbls/Mscf) in the relatively
shallow reservoir of the Galleon Field, Canterbury Basin, New Zealand (see the PVT and geochemistry databases available on-line through the New
Zealand department of minerals and petroleum). Without the CO2, this would most likely be a small oil accumulation.

What are the limits to prospect‐level hydrocarbon phase prediction?
• Why this topic ?
• Definitions (a common language)
• Predicting expulsion gas‐liquids ratio (GLR)
• Predicting saturation pressure (bubble point, dew point)
• Migration: Fill, spill and leak
• The inherent bias in prediction of GLR via geochemical inversion
• In‐reservoir alteration: How to turn gas into oil and oil into gas
• What is a practical approach to prospect phase prediction ?

Presenter's notes : Given the various uncertainties in prospect-level phase prediction (and that these are largely fundamental in character) is it even a
practical objective? We suggest that the answer to this question depends on circumstances (there is little uncertainty if only one source is active and if it
is strictly oil or gas prone). Furthermore, while the purely “bottom up” approach of basin modelling may not be useful, a “top-down” approach can be
more effective. This approach relies on (a) building catalogs of fluid properties for the area in question (or, if none are available, choice of suitable
analogs) (b) recognition that the two strongest controls are source rock type and reservoir depth/pressure.

What is a practical approach to prospect phase prediction ?
In the dual phase region, GOR and CGR depend only on reservoir pressure
and Psat. The uncertainty in Psat and hence GLR is much smaller for any
individual system than is covered by the blue zone
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Presenter's notes : If we can anticipate, from geological information, (a) the most likely source rock type (b) whether it is low, medium or high maturity and
(c) target reservoir depth/pressure, we can make a good “first pass” guess as to whether a trapped fluid will be dual phase or single phase and (if the latter)
whether it is a bubble point fluid (oil), dew point fluid (gas-condensate), wet gas or dry gas. Due to the various factors already mentioned, there is
considerable uncertainty in the saturation pressure, this being represented by the blue shaded region in the figure (the white dots are the database reference
points). The uncertainty can be reduced somewhat if we are able to anticipate whether solution gases will be wet or dry and condensate liquids low or high
density. Of course, if only one source rock is present and we know it is strictly oil or gas prone, prediction is much simpler. It is also simpler for deep/high
pressure reservoirs where phase separation is unlikely.

What is a practical approach to prospect phase prediction ?
•

Mayer et al (2019) used a Monte
Carlo sampling approach to risk
phase and column height for a
prospect in the Canterbury Basin of
New Zealand

•

The Zetaware Inc. Trinity 3D PSA
tool kit now has a Monte‐Carlo trap
and phase risking tool: Some typical
inputs and outputs are shown here

GOR, CGR and saturation state

Presenter's notes : Much effort is often put into estimating likely column heights using measured seal rock (or fault rock) capillary entry pressures, usually
constrained by and local/regional databases. Since column height depends on both rock and fluid properties, it is essential that scenarios include the single
and dual phase fluid conditions and properties such as GLR, API and saturation pressure. Mayer et al. (2019) used Monte Carlo sampling of the input
variables to risk gas vs. oil and column height for a prospect in the Canterbury Basin of New Zealand. Recently, a new tool has been added to the Zetaware
Trinity PSA toolkit to facilitate this process. Some typical inputs and outputs are shown here.

Conclusions
•

Prediction of hydrocarbon fluid phase, at the prospect level, is subject to large and effectively irreducible uncertainties when the
charge is mixed oil and gas

•

These include uncertainties in the gas to liquids ratio of fluids as expelled from the source rock and the pressures at which
saturation and hence oil and gas separation occur

•

Further uncertainty arises from the selective migration and trapping of gas vs. oil not just within the target trap but along the
migration pathway

•

Fluid phase, properties, migration and trapping are inextricably linked so that any analysis must consider the interaction of these
factors

•

Incomplete fluid mixing, in‐reservoir alteration and high concentrations of CO2 also impact fluid phase, often in ways that are
difficult to predict and impractical to model numerically in the context of a basin model

•

Deterministic, “bottom up” basin models are ill‐suited to phase prediction and we recommend a more pragmatic, “top down”
approach as an alternative

•

Many, if not most geochemical fluid‐source correlations for mixed oil and gas charge systems suffer from systematic bias against
the gas source: this needs to be considered when using geochemical inversion to assess the likely GLR of incoming (primary) fluids
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